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• Assessing Online Teaching in the age of COVID-19
Assessing online teaching

• Teaching evals are critical for contingent and tenure-line instructors
• Many universities are teaching online in the fall (and possibly beyond?)
• Most of us did not want to be teaching online!
• How does “Active learning” transfer to online classes?
• Online teaching will continue to be part of our reality in the future.
• Coming to class sick is no longer an option, for students or faculty. We need to all be able to teach and learn from home when we need to.
Guided questions for break-out rooms

• How did your department handle evaluations this spring?
• Is “Involuntarily online” teaching evaluated differently than “I chose to be” online?
• What should the criteria be for online courses? Resources?
• How should online lab instructors & TA’s be evaluated?
• Let’s regroup at X:40 to share ideas. Choose one person to represent your group.